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What is the driving force behind the rage of America's white males? Emotion
appears to be playing a growing role in politics, as evidenced by vociferous
opposition to welfare, abortion, and immigrants, as well as by the rise of the
radical Religious Right, antienvironmentalism, and the increasingly
neoconservative slant of American public opinion. The Politics of Denial presents
a compelling explanation of these phenomena, providing solid empirical evidence
for the role of rigid, harsh child-rearing practices in the creation of punitive,
authoritarian adult political attitudes. The authors, social psychologists, show how
both the political and the public policy processes in the United States are
distorted by the unresolved negative emotions (such as fear, anger, and
helplessness) that remain from punitive parenting and by the politicians and
conservative religious leaders who exploit those emotions. Among the many
public figures discussed are Patrick Buchanan, Newt Gingrich, Ronald Reagan,
and Billy Graham.
News on the Internet synthesizes research on developing and current patterns of
online news provision with the literature on traditional, offline media to create a
conceptual map for understanding the way that public affairs and news are
presented and consumed on the internet.
Collected in this massive 500+ page omnibus editions are Walter Lippman's four
most important books. These four books are seminal texts in the fields of media
studies, political science, and social psychology. The father of modern
journalism, Walter Lippmann was a two-time Pulitzer Prize-winner and visionary.
A Preface to Politics is most incisive comment on politics to-day is indifference.
When men and women begin to feel that elections and legislatures do not matter
very much, that politics is a rather distant and unimportant exercise, the reformer
might as well put to himself a few searching doubts. Indifference is a criticism that
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cuts beneath oppositions and wranglings by calling the political method itself into
question. In Liberty and the News Walter Lippmann offers us a stern warning
about the importance of reliable news to the survival of a healthy democracy. He
railed against bad journalism and drove home the point that the general public
must be able to ascertain the truth or democracy is doomed. Public Opinion
exposes how media can shape public perception and how that perception
changes society. It is a critical assessment of functional democratic government,
especially of the irrational and often self-serving social perceptions that influence
individual behavior and prevent optimal societal cohesion. The detailed
descriptions of the cognitive limitations people face in comprehending their
sociopolitical and cultural environments, leading them to apply an evolving
catalogue of general stereotypes to a complex reality, rendered Public Opinion
The Phantom Public was Lippman's most towering achievement influencing
political thought for decades to come. In it Lippman posits that the public exists
merely as an illusion, myth, and inevitably a phantom; that the common man
cannot be expected to know enough about events entirely beyond their control to
cast an informed and meaningful vote.
"Scholars examine prevailing arguments about media bias from a non-polemical
perspective, including ideology, politics, television, photography, religion,
abortion, homosexuality, gender, race, crime, environment, region, military,
corporate ownership, labor and health. Each essay introduces the topic, argues
for or against, assesses the evidence for all arguments, and includes a list of
suggested readings"--Provided by publisher.
The Sourcebook for Political Communication Research offers a comprehensive
resource for current research methods, measures, and analytical techniques. The
contents herein cover the major analytical techniques used in political
communication research, including surveys, experiments, content analysis,
discourse analysis (focus groups and textual analysis), network and deliberation
analysis, comparative study designs, statistical analysis, and measurement
issues. It also includes such innovations as the use of advanced statistical
techniques, and addresses digital media as a means through which to
disseminate as well as study political communication. It considers the use of
methods adapted from other disciplines, such as psychology, sociology, and
neuroscience. With contributions from many of the brightest scholars working in
the area today, the Sourcebook is a benchmark volume for research, presenting
analytical techniques and investigative frameworks for researching political
communication. As such, it is a must-have resource for students and researchers
working and studying activity in the political sphere.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780205082414 .
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Examines the conditions of the peacetime world situation to determine whether any good can
come out of the Gulf War, and whether force can ever be used as a tool for achieving peace
Investigative journalism emerged in China in the 1980s following Deng Xiaoping’s media
reforms. Over the past few decades, Chinese investigative journalists have produced an
increasing number of reports in print or on air and covered a surprisingly wide range of topics
which had been thought impossible by the standards of the Communist era. In the 2010s,
however, investigative journalism has been replaced by activist journalism. This book
examines how, with the aid of new media technologies and in response to new calls for social
responsibility, these new-era journalists vigorously seek to expand the scope of their
journalism and their capacity as journalists. They tend to perceive themselves as more than
professional journalists, and their activities are not limited to the physical boundaries of
newsrooms. They are not only detached observers of society but also engaged organizers of
social movements—they are social activists as well as responsible journalists who challenge
state power and the party line and point to the limitations of the more traditional conceptions of
journalism in China. This book analyzes how journalism in China has been gradually
transformed from a tool of the state to a means of broadening calls for democratic reform.
This analysis and warning about the dangerous mix of politics and media manipulation
examines the sixteen-year mayoral term of Boston's Kevin White in terms of the critical
problems plaguing modern cities and government
Now in its eighth edition, this popular introduction tackles the most recent trends in American
politics and society through explanation, analyses, and interpretations of government
processes – adding valuable context for students by considering these procedures and
developments from an international perspective. Fully updated to take account of the many
recent developments in American politics and society – exploring one of the most turbulent
political arenas witnessed in decades Features new chapters on environmental politics and the
Obama presidency Shifts its focus from the gap between public expectations and government
performance to the increasingly divisive ideological climate of America’s political system
Benefits from a student-friendly style and design with numerous illustrations and a range of
helpful pedagogical features, including chronologies, biographies, and definition boxes
highlighting key concepts and controversial issues Offers thought-provoking insights into the
social background to contemporary politics in America, while fully embracing the latest
developments and considering these from a non-U.S. perspective
For over thirty years, News: The Politics of Illusion has not simply reflected the political
communication field—it has played a major role in shaping it. Today, the familiar news
organizations of the legacy press are operating in a fragmenting and expanding mediaverse
that resembles a big bang of proliferating online competitors that are challenging the very
definition of news itself. Audience-powered sites such as the Huffington Post and Vox blend
conventional political reporting with opinion blogs, celebrity gossip, and other ephemera aimed
at getting clicks and shares. At the same time, the rise of serious investigative organizations
such as ProPublica presents yet a different challenge to legacy journalism. Lance Bennett’s
thoroughly revised tenth edition offers the most up-to-date guide to understanding how and
why the media and news landscapes are being transformed. It explains the mix of old and new,
and points to possible outcomes. Where areas of change are clearly established, key concepts
from earlier editions have been revised. There are new case studies, updates on old favorites,
and insightful analyses of how the new media system and novel kinds of information and
engagement are affecting our politics. As always, News presents fresh evidence and
arguments that invite new ways of thinking about the political information system and its place
in democracy.
"What is politization? . . . (It is that) all problems have, in our time, become political." --J. Ellul,
from the Introduction Jacques Ellul, the author of The Technological Society and Propaganda,
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here examines modern man's passion for politics, the roles he plays in them, and his place in
the modern state. He holds that everything having now been "politized," anything not directly
political fails to arouse widespread interest among contemporary men--and in fact might be
said not to exist. He shows that political activity is now a kaleidoscope of interlocking illusions,
among which the most basic and damaging are those of popular participation in government,
popular control of elected and other officials, and popular solution of public problems. This
domination by the political illusion, Ellul demonstrates, explains why men now turn to the state
for the solution of all problems--most of them problems that the state could not solve if it tried.
This close-reasoned, brilliant diagnosis and prognosis is, like Jacques Ellul's earlier books, an
alarming analysis of present-day life.
The ideal of a neutral, objective press has proven in recent years to be just that—an ideal. But
while everyone talks about the political biases and influences of the news, no one has figured
out whether and how the news media exert power. In Governing with the News, Timothy E.
Cook goes far beyond the single claim that the press is not impartial to argue that the news
media are in fact a political institution integral to the day-to-day operations of the three
branches of our government. The formation of the press as a political institution began in the
early days of the republic when newspapers were sponsored by political parties; the
relationship is now so central that press offices are found wherever one turns. Cook
demonstrates not only how the media are structured as an institution that exercises collective
power but also how the role of the media has become institutionalized within the political
process, affecting policy and instigating, rather than merely reflecting, political actions. Cook's
analysis is a powerful and fascinating guide to our age when newsmaking and governing are
inseparable. "This is a wonderful analysis of a highly important topic. Tim Cook is resoundingly
right that we need to look at the media as political institutions and their operatives as political
actors."—David R. Mayhew, author of Divided We Govern "This meticulously researched and
well reasoned work proposes to take seriously a thesis which flies in the face of both
journalistic lore and political myth. Governing with the News is an innovative contribution to our
understanding of media."—W. Lance Bennett, author of News: The Politics of Illusion "This book
should be read by journalists . . . by mass communication faculty teaching courses in media
structure or effects and journalism faculty as a supplemental text to courses in media history
and media management."—Benjamin J. Burns, Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly
Using a combination of the documentary record, specialists' theories, and the oral recollections
of key players in the Bay of Pigs invasion from the Kennedy administration, the CIA, the antiCastro brigades, and Moscow, the authors argue that the theories of betrayal as to who "lost"
Cuba were based on various mistaken beliefs held by all of the members of the anti-Castro
coalition. They argue that these illusions were based on a "John Wayne" foreign policy that is
still evident today in such legislation as the Helms-Burton act. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
When the U.S. Supreme Court announces a decision, reporters simplify and dramatize the
complex legal issues by highlighting dissenting opinions and thus emphasizing conflict among
the justices themselves. This often sensationalistic coverage fosters public controversy over
specific rulings despite polls which show that Americans strongly believe in the Court’s
legitimacy as an institution. In The Limits of Legitimacy, Michael A. Zilis illuminates this link
between case law and public opinion. Drawing on a diverse array of sources and methods, he
employs case studies of eminent domain decisions, analysis of media reporting, an experiment
to test how volunteers respond to media messages, and finally the natural experiment of the
controversy over the Affordable Care Act, popularly known as Obamacare. Zilis finds that the
media tends not to quote from majority opinions. However, the greater the division over a
particular ruling among the justices themselves, the greater the likelihood that the media will
criticize that ruling, characterize it as "activist," and employ inflammatory rhetoric. Hethen
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demonstrates that the media’s portrayal of a decision, as much as the substance of the
decision itself, influences citizens’ reactions to and acceptance of it. This meticulously
constructed study and its persuasively argued conclusion advance the understanding of the
media, judicial politics, political institutions, and political behavior.
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act came into existence at a time when the
president’s ability to lead the public was in question, political polarization had intensified, and
the media environment appeared ever more fragmented, fast-moving, and resistant to control.
Under such circumstances, how can contemporary American presidents such as Barack
Obama build and maintain support for themselves and their policies, particularly as
controversies arise? Using case studies of major contests over how key elements of the
Affordable Care Act would be framed, and analysis of how those frames fared in influential and
popular U.S. news sources, Hopper examines the conditions under which the president can
effectively shape public debates today. She argues that despite the difficult political and
communications context, the president retains substantial advantages in framing major
controversial issues for the media and the public. These presidential framing advantages are
conditional, however, and Hopper explores the factors that help make presidential frames more
or less likely to gain hold in the news today. More so than in the past, an element of
unpredictability in this news environment means that in pursuing favorable messaging, the
president and his surrogates may also generate some unintentional consequences in how
issues are portrayed to the public. Presidential frames can evolve with unfolding events to take
on new meanings and applications, a process facilitated alternately by supporters, opponents,
and media actors. Still, media figures and political opponents remain largely reactive to
presidential communications, even as some seek to publicize and exploit weaknesses in the
administration’s narratives. A close look at these recent cases casts new light on the scholarly
debate surrounding the president’s ability to persuasively communicate and challenges
conventional wisdom that the 21st century media largely present an unmanageable news
environment for the White House. Presidential Framing in the 21st Century News Media
engages with current events in American politics, focusing on the Obama Administration and
the Affordable Care Act, while also reflecting upon the state of the American presidency, the
news media, and the public in ways that have substantial implications for all of these actors,
not merely in the present, but into the future, making it a compelling read for scholars of
Political Science, Media Studies, Communication Studies, and Public Policy.
In this fresh and provocative book, Anthony DiMaggio uses the war in Iraq and the United
States confrontations with Iran as his touchstones to probe the sometimes fine line between
news and propaganda. Using Antonio Gramsci’s concept of hegemony and drawing upon the
seminal works of Noam Chomsky, Edward Herman, and Robert McChesney, DiMaggio
combines a rigorousempirical analysis and clear, lucid prose to enlighten readers about issues
essential to the struggle for a critical media and a functioning democracy. If, as DiMaggio
shows, our newspapers and television news programs play a decisive role in determining what
we think, and if, as he demonstrates convincingly, what the media give us is largely
propaganda that supports an oppressive and undemocratic status quo, then it is incumbent
upon us to make sure that they are responsive to the majority and not just the powerful and
privileged few.
Despite the importance of foreign news, its history, transformation and indeed its future have
not been much studied. The scholarly community often calls attention to journalism’s
shortcomings covering the world, yet the topic has not been systematically examined across
countries or over time. The need to redress this neglect and the desire to assess the impact of
new media technologies on the future of journalism – including foreign correspondence –
provide the motivation for this stimulating, exciting and thought-provoking book. While the old
economic models supporting news have crumbled in the wake of new media technologies,
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these changes have the potential to bring new and improved ways to inform people of foreign
news. In an increasingly globalized era, journalism is being transformed by the effortlessly
quick sharing of information across national boundaries. As such, we need to reconsider
foreign correspondence and explore where such reporting is headed. This book discusses the
current state and future prospects for foreign correspondence across the full range of media
platforms, and assesses developments in the reporting of overseas news for audiences,
governments and foreign policy in both contemporary and historical settings around the globe.
As Emmy Award and Pulitzer Prize-winning correspondent Serge Schmemann reminds us in
this book, "quality journalism and unbiased reporting are as valid and necessary today as they
ever were [...] one of the primary tasks of journalists and scholars as they follow the changes
taking place must be to ensure that the ‘new international information order’ now imposed by
the Internet remains true to the ideals and traditions that define our journalism." This book was
originally published as a special issue of Journalism Studies.
Examines how the US media covers high-profile public policy issues in the context of
competing claims about media bias. Tracking the effects of media content on the public is a
difficult endeavor, and media effects vary on a subject-to-subject basis. To address this
challenge, The Politics of Persuasion employs a multifaceted, mixed method approach to
studying mass media and public attitudes. Anthony R. DiMaggio analyzes more than a dozen
case studies covering US domestic economic policy and examines a wide range of theories of
how bias operates in mass media with regard to coverage of these issues. While some
research claims that journalists are overly negative and biased against government officials,
some reveals that journalists favor citizens groups. Still other studies contend there is a liberal
bias in the media, a progovernment bias, or a bias in favor of advertisers and business
interests. Through his analysis, DiMaggio is the first to systematically examine all of these
competing interpretations. He concludes that reporters tailor stories to corporate and
government interests, but argues that the ability to “manufacture consent” from the public in
favor of these elite views is far from guaranteed. According to DiMaggio, citizens often make
use of their own personal experiences and prior attitudes to challenge official narratives.
By offering a radical review of the last one hundred years of US history, this work is intended
as a counterpoint to the rampant revisionism of the flurry of books glorifying the "American
Century". Beginning with the rather bold and decidedly controversial assertion that the current
political system in place in the United States at the dawn of the twenty-first century is fascism,
the first part of this book attempts to justify that claim by first defining exactly what fascism
iscorrecting various widely-held misconceptionsand then analyzing how closely we as a nation
conform to that definition. Also included is a review of some of the hidden history and key
events of World War II. Part II offers a retrospective of the twentieth century American
presidential administrations, to demonstrate that the steady and inexorable march towards
overt fascism was a defining characteristic that remained unchanged. The final section looks at
the still very much alive eugenics movement, and analyzes the role played by the psychiatric
establishment in validating the fascist state. This book will surely find no shortage of detractors,
but if read with an open mind, it just may change the way you view the world.
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1Bennett, W.L. (1988). News, the politics of illusion. New York: Longman. Chapter 6 The
Paradox of Objective Journalism.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Virtually all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events are included. Cram101 Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines, highlights, notes for
your textbook with optional online practice tests. Only Cram101 Outlines are Textbook
Specific. Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys: 9780521673761
"Recent years have seen resurgent interest in the potential capacity of transparency - the
public availability of information - to improve democratic governance. Timely, accurate,
granular and freely-available information is generally regarded as intrinsically valuable, as well
as having many instrumental benefits. In development, transparency and accountability is
generally thought to help plug the leaky pipes of corruption and inefficiency, channel public
spending more efficiently, and produce better services. In the field of electoral governance,
openness about the rules and procedures, outcomes, and decisions processes used by
electoral authorities is widely assumed to build public trust, improve policy-making, and
facilitate accountability. In the age of WikiLeaks, Twitter and Google, open governance,
expanding information and communication, often seems like an unqualified good.
Nevertheless, beyond popular buzzword sloganeering, evidence suggests that the impact of
transparency on the quality of governance and elections remains mixed. Transparency also
has a dark side, threatening trust, privacy, and security. To understand these issues more fully,
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this book seeks to assess the contemporary drive towards open electoral governance and to
identify several conditions predicted to determine the success of transparency policies in
strengthening electoral integrity. Chapters look at transparency in electoral governance at the
international and state levels, as well as within civil society"-Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780321088789 .
Voter perceptions of the personal traits of presidential candidates are widely regarded to be
important influences on the vote. Media pundits frequently explain the outcome of presidential
elections in terms of the personal appeal of the candidates. Despite the emphasis on
presidential character traits in the media, the scholarly investigation in this area is limited. In
this book, David Holian and Charles Prysby set out to examine the effect that trait perceptions
have on the vote, how these perceptions are shaped by other attitudes and evaluations, and
what types of voters are most likely to cast a ballot on the basis of the character traits of the
presidential candidates. Using the American National Election Studies (ANES) surveys, the
authors find that traits do have a very substantial effect on the vote, that different candidates
have advantages on different traits, and that the opinions expressed by media pundits about
how the candidates are viewed by the voters are often simplistic, and sometimes quite
mistaken. Character traits are important to voters, but we need a better and more complete
understanding of how and why these factors influence voters. An essential read which provides
a clear and original argument to all those interested in furthering their understanding of the
importance of candidate character traits for the quality of American elections and democracy.
This book illuminates the sometimes obscure processes through which the news is currently
created, using unprecedentedly robust and comprehensive evidence. The innovative
methodology of the face-to-face reconstruction interview, which was developed and
implemented by the author, enables quantitative depiction of different aspects of news making.
These processes could not be accessed systematically by traditional research methods,
primarily because of source confidentiality and their covert, scattered, abstract, and evasive
nature. Although the study focuses on the Israeli national press, it is aimed first and foremost
at addressing key questions that continue to trouble communities of journalists, academics and
journalism educators.

MySearchLab provides students with a complete understanding of the research
process so they can complete research projects confidently and efficiently.
Students and instructors with an internet connection can visit
www.MySearchLab.com and receive immediate access to thousands of full
articles from the EBSCO ContentSelect database. In addition, MySearchLab
offers extensive content on the research process itself–including tips on how to
navigate and maximize time in the campus library, a step-by-step guide on
writing a research paper, and instructions on how to finish an academic
assignment with endnotes and bibliography. Part of the “Longman Classics in
Political Science” series, this renowned book, known for a lively writing style,
provocative point of view, and exceptional scholarship, has been thoroughly
revised and updated, including up-to-the-minute case studies and the latest
research. This favorite of both instructors and students is a "behind-the-scenes"
tour of news in American politics. The core question explored in this book is: How
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well does the news, as the core of the national political information system, serve
the needs of democracy? In investigating this question, the book examines how
various political actors — from presidents and members of Congress, to interest
organizations and citizen-activists — try to get their messages into the news.
Are all governments--east and west, Muslim and secular, authoritarian and
constitutional, Republican and Democratic--fundamentally the same, all of them
under the extraordinary, growing power of "technique" and bureaucracy? Is all
politics, then, just an illusory affair of lies, deception, propaganda, partisan
passions, and chaos on the surface of government and party? In his vast and
penetrating writings, Bordeaux sociologist Jacques Ellul (1912-1994) points in
those directions. Political Illusion and Reality is a collection of twenty-three
essays on Ellul's political thought. Veteran as well as younger Ellul scholars,
political leaders, activists, and pastors, discuss aspects of Ellul's thought as they
relate to their own fields of study and political experience. Beginning with his
1936 essay "Fascism, Son of Liberalism," translated and published here in
English for the first time, Ellul and these authors will provoke readers to think
some new thoughts about politics and government, and think more deeply about
the main issues we face in our politically divided and troubled times.
To many observers, the 1981 election of Henry Cisneros as mayor of San
Antonio, Texas, represented the culminating victory in the Chicano community's
decades-long struggle for inclusion in the city's political life. Yet, nearly twenty
years later, inclusion is still largely an illusion for many working-class and poor
Chicanas and Chicanos, since business interests continue to set the city's
political and economic priorities. In this book, Rodolfo Rosales offers the first indepth history of the Chicano community's struggle for inclusion in the political life
of San Antonio during the years 1951 to 1991, drawn from interviews with key
participants as well as archival research. He focuses on the political and
organizational activities of the Chicano middle class in the context of post-World
War II municipal reform and how it led ultimately to independent political
representation for the Chicano community. Of special interest is his extended
discussion of the role of Chicana middle-class women as they gained greater
political visibility in the 1980s.
"The Politics of Force is one of the best books in the media and politics field that I
have read in some time. The book explains how the majority of cases involving
police use of force never become reported as 'brutality.' Perhaps more
importantly, it also explains why some cases are reported as brutality, and how
such reporting affects public policy debates. This book makes a big contribution
and it is a good read in the bargain."—W. Lance Bennett, author of News: The
Politics of Illusion
Political journalism is often under fire. Conventional wisdom and much scholarly
research suggest that journalists are cynics and political pundits. Political news is
void of substance and overly focused on strategy and persons. Citizens do not
learn from the news, are politically cynical, and are dissatisfied with the media.
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This book challenges these assumptions, which are often based on singlecountry studies with limited empirical observations about the relation between
news production, content, and journalism's effects. Based on interviews with
journalists, a systematic content analysis of political news, and panel survey data
in different countries, this book tests how different systems and media-politics
relations condition the contents of political news. It shows how different content
creates different effects, and demonstrates that under the right circumstances
citizens learn from political news, do not become cynical, and are satisfied with
political journalism.
Presidents Herbert Clark Hoover and George Walker Bush were challenged
many times during their political careers. On Floods and Photo Ops: How Herbert
Hoover and George W. Bush Exploited Catastrophes focuses on the visual
record of two such tests: the relief efforts led by Commerce Secretary Hoover
during the 1927 Mississippi River flood and the Bush team's response to
Hurricane Katrina. By concentrating on these two historic events, Paul Martin
Lester discusses political photography, particularly the use of photo ops during
catastrophes. He illuminates the evolution of a genre and explores the
differences and similarities between these two American politicians. Hoover and
Bush reached the pinnacle of political achievement, only to lose in the court of
popular opinion. From two photo ops that occurred almost eighty years apart,
Lester offers a model for close readings and comparisons of images in practicing
visual history. Under Lester's examination, these otherwise unremarkable
photographs speak volumes about political response to natural disasters. He
offers readers not just a deeper appreciation of these pictures but a methodology
for seriously studying photographs and what they can reveal about a historical
moment.
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